
 
 
 
 
 
 

Designer 
 

Do you create amazing concepts, and can you translate them into practical and functional designs? 

Then we can probably offer you a serious engineering playground with innovative projects in the 

on- and offshore construction business. We would like to get in touch with you. 

 

TWD – A fun challenge to be part of 

We are TWD – an engineering company that is young in heart, open for changes, and fun to work 

for. Every day we contribute to the energy transition and key infrastructure projects worldwide. 

Our core businesses focus on method engineering and equipment design services. We provide 

innovative solutions to our clients, mainly in the offshore wind and heavy civil industries.  

 

Thanks to our attention on development, fun, and happy clients, we are scaling up rapidly in the 

past decade. At this moment, we are operating at 3 locations in Europe (Rotterdam, London, and 

Athens) and have over 200 employees. To keep up with the pace of our service growth and to 

make our clients happy by finishing projects on time, within budget and of a good quality, we are 

looking for Designers. 

 

What your part will be  

We’re always on the lookout for talented Designers to join our team of young and ambitious 

professionals. TWD offers multidisciplinary services, ranging from structural, mechanical and 

installation engineering to specialist disciplines and marine engineering. As a Designer at TWD you 

are, together with our Engineers, responsible for creating design concepts. Furthermore, you can 

setup models and drawings independently – developing concepts into detailed designs and convey 

how they should be built and used. Your valuable input in the conceptualization and development 

of a design shapes various engineering challenges into functional designs. 

 

To get a glimpse of what kind of projects you’ll be working on, check out this video. 

 
Your profile 

To be frank, we are just looking for creative and smart people who like to design for happy clients. 

 

• You have a bachelor or master’s degree in a technical field. 

• You are a passionate, a quick learner and have strong technical insight. 

• You are skilled in using relevant drafting tools – at TWD we use Inventor (which we willl 

teach you in-house). 

• You are a communicative team player. 

• You are enthusiastic, driven and eager to work in an entrepreneurial environment. 

• You have a sense of responsibility to get the job done. 

https://youtu.be/D5Dbt6ZX_uY


 
 
 
 
 
 

Apply or get more information 

Are you ready to become our new Designer? Please send your letter of motivation and CV 

to hr@twd.nl or contact one of your future colleagues for more information via +31 (0)10 2940 

374. 
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